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Introduction
Welcome, and thank you for embarking on a journey about discovering your relationship 

language with us. This comprehensive report is more than just an analysis; it's a key to unlocking 

a deeper understanding of your unique love languages and relational dynamics. As you navigate 

its pages, we aim to guide you toward insights that will enhance your self-awareness and 

empower you to nurture more profound, meaningful connections in your romantic 

relationships.

Imagine yourself embarking on an adventure into your emotional landscape, exploring the 

valleys of your vulnerabilities, and scaling the peaks of your passions. This is a journey of 

discovery, a map charting the contours of your unique love expression. We're here to 

accompany you every step of the way, translating complex concepts into easy-to-understand 

insights and guiding you to uncover the treasures of your romantic inclinations.

Our goal is to foster understanding, growth, and empowerment. By the end of this report, you'll 

have a profound grasp of your relationship dynamics, allowing you to communicate your needs 

and desires. Everyone's love story is unique, and understanding your love languages and 

character nuances is invaluable in creating a ful�lling narrative. Let's begin this illuminating 

journey.
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Understanding the Tests
Diving deeper into the analysis, we will explore two transformative assessments: the "5 Love 

Languages" and "Love Characters." Each test represents a different lens through which we view 

our romantic experiences, and together, they provide a robust and comprehensive analysis of 

your unique relational dynamics.

The "5 Love Languages" test is akin to learning a new dialect of the language of love. It reveals 

your innate preferences for expressing and receiving affection, pinpointing how you feel most 

loved and understood. Whether through heartfelt words of af�rmation, spending quality time, 

giving and receiving gifts, acts of service, or physical touch, this assessment helps us identify the 

languages that resonate most with you.

On the other hand, the "Love Characters" assessment paints a vibrant picture of your romantic 

disposition. Drawing upon the principles of Sternberg's triangular theory of love, it assesses 

your preferences across three dimensions: intimacy, passion, and commitment. The balance you 

prefer between these dimensions gives us insights into the kind of love story that feels most 

ful�lling to you.

In essence, while the "5 Love Languages" test provides us with the 'what' - what makes you feel 

loved and appreciated, the "Love Characters" test gives us the 'how' - how you prefer to engage 

in romantic relationships. Understanding these perspectives is essential to build a thorough, 

nuanced understanding of your relationship preferences. So, let's decode these tests together 

and unearth the fascinating insights they hold.
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CHAPTER 1

Detailed Test 
Results
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DETAILED TEST RESULTS

Unveiling Your Love Languages
Gyfted has tailored a comprehensive assessment, the "5 Love Languages" test, grounded in 

renowned literature and psychological studies, to help you delve into your unique ways of 

expressing and receiving affection. This test is much like acquiring a new dialect in the language 

of love, providing a profound understanding of your innate preferences and how you feel most 

loved and cherished. By demystifying your love languages, we can uncover the most heartfelt 

ways to connect, communicate, and foster closeness in your relationships.

The "5 Love Languages" test, developed by Gyfted, dissects love into �ve primary dialects or 

categories, each representing a unique way of expressing and experiencing love. These �ve 

categories are Words of Af�rmation, Quality Time, Receiving Gifts, Acts of Service, and 

Physical Touch. Each language speaks to a particular preference for conveying and interpreting 

love, offering a nuanced understanding of what makes you feel appreciated and valued.
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DETAILED TEST RESULTS

Words of Af�rmation represent the language of verbal appreciation and encouragement. 

Those who resonate with this love language value heartfelt compliments, sincere praises, and 

verbal acknowledgments of affection. They thrive on words' comforting and uplifting power, 

using them as their primary tool to express and receive love.

Quality Time, on the other hand, is about uninterrupted and focused conversations or shared 

activities. If this is your primary love language, you treasure the moments when you can give 

and receive undivided attention, fostering a deep connection through shared experiences and 

meaningful engagement.

Receiving Gifts is not about materialism but the thought and effort invested in the gift. If this 

love language speaks to you, you perceive gifts as powerful visual symbols of love, and gift-

giving or receiving adds signi�cant value to your relationships.

Acts of Service embodies the adage, "Actions speak louder than words." People who identify 

with this love language interpret actions, such as doing chores or running errands on their 

behalf, as tangible and meaningful expressions of love and care.

Lastly, Physical Touch is the language that leans on the power of physical contact and closeness. 

Those who prefer this love language perceive physical touch as a direct and consequential 

communicator of love and affection, be it a hug, a kiss, or a gentle touch.

Developed with thoroughness and sensitivity, the "5 Love Languages" test by Gyfted helps you 

identify your primary love language and provides a roadmap for more ful�lling relationships. 

Understanding and speaking your love language �uently can pave the way for deeper emotional 

connections and more meaningful interactions. After all, love, in all its myriad forms, is a 

language of its own, and understanding it is the �rst step towards genuinely connecting hearts.
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Primary Love Languages
Words of Affirmation & Acts of Service
Your primary love languages are Words of Af�rmation and Acts of Service, which indicate a 

deep appreciation for verbal expressions of love and actions that ease your burdens or 

responsibilities.

Words of Af�rmation, as your primary love language, indicate a deep-seated need for verbal 

expressions of affection and encouragement. Phrases like "I love you," "I appreciate you," or a 

heartfelt compliment carries a profound weight for you. You value sincerity and honesty, and 

these verbal af�rmations of love and appreciation help to foster your sense of security within 

your relationship. However, negative comments or criticism can be particularly hurtful to you. 

Thus, gentle and constructive communication is paramount for maintaining a healthy 

relationship.
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DETAILED TEST RESULTS

Acts of Service as your other primary love language underscores your belief that actions speak 

louder than words. Gestures like preparing a meal, doing chores, or managing responsibilities 

that would otherwise stress you are powerful expressions of love to you. These actions show 

thoughtfulness, effort, and a willingness to make your life easier, which you perceive as genuine 

demonstrations of love and affection.

The combination of Words of Af�rmation and Acts of Service creates a relationship dynamic 

where verbal and action-oriented expressions of love are paramount. You feel loved and 

cherished when your partner expresses affection openly in words and commits acts that ease 

your life and show devotion. Love, to you, isn't merely an emotion; it's an act, a word, a continual 

effort.

Love languages are essential tools for expressing and understanding our emotional needs. By 

identifying your primary love languages as Words of Af�rmation and Acts of Service, you have a 

clearer understanding of how you receive love, can more effectively express your emotional 

needs to your partner, and seek to understand theirs.
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DETAILED TEST RESULTS

What Matters Least?
Receiving Gifts
If Receiving Gifts ranks low on your love language scale, you might not associate feeling loved or 

valued with the gifts you receive. You may feel more loved when your partner expresses their 

feelings through words, spends quality time with you, performs acts of service, or provides 

physical touch.

It's not to say that you don't appreciate gifts; instead, it suggests that other expressions of love 

are more impactful to you. You might perceive words to be more emotionally satisfying, actions 

to be more meaningful, time spent together to be more enriching, or physical touch to be more 

intimate. Regardless, it's vital to understand that big or small gifts often symbolize 

thoughtfulness and effort, adding depth to the relationship.
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Your Three Love
Characteristics
Welcome to the "Love Characters" assessment, a transformative tool to delineate your 

romantic persona. Drawing inspiration from the pioneering work of renowned psychologist 

Robert Sternberg's triangular theory of love, this test offers profound insights into your 

approach to romantic relationships. It focuses on the 'how' of love, providing a complementary 

perspective to the 'what' identi�ed by the "5 Love Languages" assessment. Understanding your 

unique Love Characters can lead to more meaningful connections and romantic experiences.

This assessment explores three fundamental dimensions of love: intimacy, passion, and 

commitment, which together form Sternberg's triangle of love. Your preferences across these 

dimensions sketch your unique love character, offering invaluable insights into your preferred 

love narrative. 
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DETAILED TEST RESULTS

Intimacy captures a loving relationship's depth of connection, closeness, and understanding. If 

this dimension resonates with you, you likely prioritize emotional understanding, effective 

communication, and shared experiences in your romantic relationships. You are drawn to 

emotional intimacy and seek out relationships where you can express your deepest thoughts 

and feelings freely.

Passion, the second vertex of Sternberg's triangle, re�ects the drives that fuel romance, 

physical attraction, and sexual connection. If you lean towards this dimension, your romantic 

relationships are often marked by excitement, fervor, and physical affection. You seek out 

relationships that keep your heart racing and your emotions ablaze.

The third dimension, Commitment, represents the decision to remain with another in a long-

term relationship. If commitment speaks to you, you value stability, consistency, and long-term 

planning in your romantic relationships. You look for relationships with a shared vision for the 

future and a mutual commitment to achieving it.

The "Love Characters" test paints a vibrant picture of your romantic persona by identifying your 

preferences across these three dimensions of love. It’s a journey of self-discovery that can pave 

the way for more balanced, ful�lling romantic experiences.
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DETAILED TEST RESULTS

Intimacy Autonomy

The �rst scale measures the balance between intimacy and autonomy in your relationship. 

Intimacy refers to feelings of closeness, connectedness, and bondedness in loving relationships. 

In contrast, autonomy refers to the degree to which individuals maintain separate identities and 

activities. Both are critical for a healthy and ful�lling relationship and �nding a balance that 

suits both partners is vital.

High Intimacy
High intimacy scale scores re�ect your deep-seated preference for closeness, shared 

experiences, and a profoundly emotional connection with your partner. This intense need for 

intimacy fosters a robust emotional bond characterized by mutual understanding, emotional 

richness, and rewarding shared experiences.

In relationships, you likely seek regular emotional exchanges, reassurances of love and 

affection, and meaningful shared activities. Your inclination towards high intimacy means you 

may prioritize your partner's needs, emotions, and interests, often putting them on par with 

your own. This could mean you seek a partner who reciprocates this level of emotional depth 

and is willing to invest time and energy in cultivating a deep, enduring emotional connection.

However, this intense intimacy, while often a strength, can become a challenge if not balanced 

with a degree of personal space and autonomy. A potential pitfall is the risk of over-reliance or 

co-dependence, which might occur if you or your partner need help to maintain your individual 

identities and interests. It's crucial to ensure that you nurture your personal growth and 

independence while building this deep emotional connection. Having a partner who 

understands and respects this need for balance can signi�cantly enhance your relationship's 

resilience and satisfaction.
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DETAILED TEST RESULTS

Passion Stability

The second scale measures the balance between passion and stability in your relationship. 

Passion refers to your relationship's intense, romantic, and exciting aspects, while stability 

signi�es the calm, predictable, and peaceful elements. Both are important for a well-rounded 

and satisfying relationship, and striking a balance that aligns with both partners' needs is 

essential. 

High Stability
Scoring high on the stability scale suggests that you deeply value predictability, calmness, and 

steady routines within your relationship. This preference often results in a comforting, secure, 

and harmonious relationship that thrives on consistency.

As someone who values stability, you appreciate a predictable relationship rhythm 

characterized by tranquility and regular interactions. You may seek a partner who loves the 

same kind of stability, someone who �nds peace in routines, enjoys predictability and 

appreciates the security of knowing what comes next.

However, a high stability preference can lead to a lack of excitement or even monotony if not 

balanced with occasional adventures or romantic gestures. A relationship built on too much 

predictability risks losing its spark over time. Therefore, it's essential to occasionally infuse your 

relationship with elements of surprise, adventure, and passion to keep the spark alive. You 

might seek a partner who, while appreciating stability, is also open to stepping out of their 

comfort zone to explore new experiences together.
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DETAILED TEST RESULTS

Commitment Flexibility

The third scale measures the balance between commitment and �exibility in your relationship. 

Commitment refers to the degree of dedication, loyalty, and long-term orientation toward your 

partner. At the same time, �exibility represents adaptability, openness to change, and the ability 

to evolve within the relationship. Both are essential for a resilient and ful�lling relationship, 

with the optimal balance varying between different couples.

High Commitment
Scoring high on the commitment scale suggests that you place great importance on long-term 

dedication, loyalty, and a shared vision for the future of your relationship. This deep 

commitment typically fosters a strong sense of security, trust, and a uni�ed path forward.

You may crave a partner who matches your level of commitment, someone who values loyalty, 

consistency, and the mutual pursuit of shared long-term goals. This could be a partner who sees 

the beauty in routine and cherishes the comfort of predictability and shared plans for the future.

However, high commitment can have its drawbacks. While it offers stability and trust, it might 

also lead to a lack of adaptability to change or unexpected circumstances. Rigidity or dif�culty 

adjusting to new situations may occur if �exibility is not balanced with commitment. Therefore, 

�nding a partner who understands the importance of �exibility, and can adapt and evolve within 

the framework of a committed relationship, can be bene�cial for maintaining a healthy dynamic.
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Having separately explored the assessments of the "5 Love Languages" and the "Love 

Characters," we now delve into the power of their combination. This section of your report is 

where we fuse these two frameworks, unlocking a more profound and nuanced understanding 

of your unique relational dynamics. The interplay between your preferred love language and 

your love character shapes how you experience and navigate your romantic relationships, 

adding depth and complexity to your unique love story.

Each love language and love character combination represents a distinctive loving style, 

painting a vivid picture of your romantic landscape. Fusing these elements translates into 

unique relationship dynamics, giving you invaluable insights into the synergies and potential 

challenges that characterize your love life. This combined feedback allows you to perceive the 

strengths and potential growth areas in your relationship dynamics, serving as a valuable guide 

in your journey toward ful�lling and balanced relationships.

So, let's embark on this integrative journey together, weaving the threads of your love language 

and love character into a cohesive and comprehensive tapestry of your romantic inclinations. As 

we traverse this path, we invite you to re�ect on the blend of these two in�uential forces, 

shedding light on the depths of your unique love expression.
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COMPREHENSIVE COMBINED FEEDBACK

Your Unique Love Dynamics
Your results from the "5 Love Languages" and "Love Characters" assessments are not 

standalone elements. They interact uniquely, shaping the dynamic nature of your romantic 

relationships. This section of your comprehensive report provides insights into these complex 

interactions, deciphering your unique combination of love language and love character.

This comprehensive understanding enables you to appreciate the richness and diversity of your 

romantic inclinations, illuminating the intricate dance between your preferred modes of 

expressing love and your relational disposition. As we dive into your distinctive combination, 

remember this is not a prescriptive framework but a descriptive guide to understanding your 

unique love dynamics. Embrace the journey of discovery that awaits, for it promises deeper self-

awareness and more ful�lling relationships.
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COMPREHENSIVE COMBINED FEEDBACK

Words of Affirmation - Intimacy - Stability - 
Commitment
Your love language is Words of Af�rmation, and in your Love Characters, you lean towards 

intimacy, stability, and commitment. This unique mix de�nes your relationship style and needs.

As someone whose primary love language is Words of Af�rmation, you express your affection 

and appreciation through spoken or written words. These af�rmations become even more 

potent with your tendency towards intimacy, enhancing the depth of emotional connection and 

understanding within your relationships. Your words often mirror the dynamic landscape of 

your relationships, reinforcing bonds and amplifying closeness.

Your preference for stability on the passion-stability scale suggests a fondness for predictability 

and peaceful rhythms in your relationships. Combined with your love language, your 

af�rmations often emphasize reassurance and predictability, fostering a sense of peace and 

trust within your relationships. Your verbal expressions of love become soothing, creating a 

secure and harmonious environment for love to �ourish.

Your commitment preference on the commitment-�exibility scale suggests a deep respect for 

loyalty, shared visions, and long-term dedication. Your af�rmations often re�ect this 

commitment, reaf�rming beliefs, and shared long-term aspirations. Your words often 

encompass the present and future of your relationships, laying a solid foundation of trust and 

shared vision.

Your unique blend of Words of Af�rmation, intimacy, stability, and commitment creates a 

relationship characterized by emotional depth, predictability, and long-term dedication. 

Balancing these elements allows your words to bridge the present and the future, fostering 

deep, steady, and committed love.
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Navigating Your Love
Relationships Journey
In the last section, we'll dive deeper into your primary love language and provide actionable 

advice to guide your communication with your partner. Understanding and sharing your unique 

ways of expressing and receiving love can profoundly enhance your relationship. Even the 

lesser-preferred languages play a part, adding breadth to your emotional expression. 

Remember, there's no 'right' or 'wrong' in love dynamics - it's about understanding your unique 

needs and leveraging them to build satisfying and authentic relationships.
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PRACTICAL RECOMMENDATIONS

Communicating Your Love 
Language
Words of Affirmation
If Words of Af�rmation is your primary love language, it's crucial to understand that articulating 

your emotional needs is a vital �rst step towards enriching your relationship. Communication is 

paramount, and it's not just about telling your partner about your love language; it's about 

helping them understand how they can use words to make you feel loved and cherished.

Start by explaining to your partner how much you value verbal expressions of love, respect, and 

appreciation. You can also highlight that these af�rmations aren't restricted to 'I love you.' They 

can be as simple as appreciating your efforts in everyday tasks, af�rming your qualities, or 

expressing your love in a heartfelt conversation.

To guide them further, provide some examples. If there are speci�c phrases, compliments, or 

words of appreciation that particularly resonate with you, don't hesitate to share these. 

Perhaps you received a compliment you still cherish or expressions of gratitude that made you 

feel deeply loved. Sharing these instances can give your partner a more precise understanding 

and practical examples of expressing their love verbally.

Encourage your partner to be more vocal about their feelings for you and to integrate words of 

af�rmation into everyday conversations. This can range from simple morning greetings �lled 

with affection to good night messages expressing their love and appreciation for you. Regular 

verbal af�rmations will help maintain a consistent emotional connection, provide reassurance, 

and deepen your sense of security in the relationship.
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PRACTICAL RECOMMENDATIONS

Importantly, remind your partner that their sincerity is critical in this process. The magic of 

Words of Af�rmation lies in their genuineness. It's about expressing heartfelt emotions rather 

than just saying what they think you want to hear. Encourage them to speak from their heart, 

and reassure them that their honest, warm, and kind words are what you value the most.

By having this open and comprehensive dialogue about your love language, you offer your 

partner an in-depth insight into your emotional needs and preferences, fostering mutual 

understanding and helping them love you in the language you understand best.

Working on Other Love Languages
While Words of Af�rmation are your primary language, developing an understanding and 

�exibility for the other love languages is also bene�cial. For example, if 'Acts of Service' is lower 

on your list, you might start noticing and appreciating when your partner does something for 

you - no matter how small. Similarly, if 'Physical Touch' isn't your preferred language, you can 

still cultivate its value by sharing warm hugs or holding hands. This understanding and 

appreciation for other languages make you more adaptable and helps you better communicate 

love in the language your partner understands best.

Balancing Your Love Characters
Your love characters - Intimacy, Passion, and Commitment - uniquely interact with your love 

language. With Words of Af�rmation as your primary love language, expressing love and feeling 

loved often involves deep, intimate conversations, heartfelt confessions of love, or verbal 

commitment. However, balancing this with passion and commitment in your relationship is 

essential. Even as you appreciate words of love and af�rmation, remember to infuse your 

connection with passion-�lled activities and strengthen the burden by sharing and working 

toward common goals. Remember, achieving a balance that feels right to you and your partner 

is critical to a ful�lling relationship.
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PRACTICAL RECOMMENDATIONS

Delving into Shared 
Understanding
Having journeyed through your personalized Relationship Report, remember comprehension is 

merely the �rst stride on this path of transformation. The subsequent stride is sharing - the 

underpinning of any relationship. Communicating your insights from the "5 Love Languages" 

and "Love Characters" tests with your partner can be a remarkably enlightening experience for 

both of you, igniting more profound conversations and fostering deeper emotional connections.

Consider the depth of understanding and shared respect that could arise from discussing your 

love languages. Revealing these discoveries invites your partner into your world, empowering 

them to understand your emotional needs more intimately and equipping them with the tools 

to express love in a way that truly resonates with you. This shared understanding can 

revolutionize how you express and perceive love, mitigating potential misunderstandings and 

strengthening your emotional bond.

Similarly, sharing your insights from the "Love Characters" test can broaden your shared 

perspective on the intricacies of your relationship dynamics. It illuminates your preferences for 

intimacy, passion, and commitment, offering a clearer understanding of how these dimensions 

coalesce within your relationship. This mutual understanding can guide you towards a more 

balanced and ful�lling bond, harmonizing with your unique emotional needs.

Given these potential bene�ts, we also strongly advocate for your partner to undertake these 

assessments. Comparing your �ndings can be a potent catalyst for mutual understanding and 

empathy, setting the stage for more nuanced communication, deeper connections, and a 

relationship that mirrors your desires and needs.
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PRACTICAL RECOMMENDATIONS

Remember, this journey is not about determining the 'right' or 'wrong' way to love. It's about 

appreciating your unique preferences and effectively communicating them. The insights 

derived from your Relationship Report, particularly from the "5 Love Languages" and "Love 

Characters" tests, are tools for fostering a relationship that feels both satisfying and authentic 

to you. Engage in this journey of discovery together, and allow it to enrich your shared love 

narrative.
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